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• The Guide will apply to salmon processing, where Poland is the largest processor 

and supplier, not only in the European Union but also globally.  

 

• Historically France was the largest producer of smoked salmon but this has changed 

over the course of the last decade during which Poland has now a leading position.  

 

• Volumes of the salmon processed daily and distributed globally by an average Polish 

plants, are times higher than in a average salmon plants in France usually supplying 

domestic markets. 

 

• It is estimated that Poland has a total European market share in smoked salmon of 

approximately 35%.  
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 • In the point of stiffening( part of the technological process)  the Guide redefines existing 

"defrosted" labelling rules.  

though 

• Member States have already stated that there is no need for any other approach than the one 

already agreed, where the European food law imposes responsibility on the food business 

operators for ensuring the  compliance with the legal requirements. 

 

• All Polish comments (8) related to the stiffening as the technological processing step for 

slicing (NOT STORAGE) for a big scale and big volume technological  process  were 

rejected by ESSA.-”as not in line with current EU legislation” – (namely French law).  

 

• ESSA set unilaterally, in the Guide,  the time limit of maximum 96h for “technological “ stiffening 

prior for slicing of a cold smoked salmon, and refused to have any discussion over this point. 

 

• In result the Guide provides the guideline for request that  if smoked product was kept stiffened, 

during the technological process, for more than 96 hours, prior to slicing,  then it has to be labelled 

as “defrosted” and can not be labelled  as “fresh” anymore. 

 

• Practically- within the complex technological process of processing of the cold smoked salmon 

such time limitation can be reached only by the small scale production facilities. 
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Asking the EC for the bilateral consultations Poland highlighted its three points of 

concern: 

• If the current text of the Guide would be adopted, without removing  specific labelling requirement 

included and  forced by ESSA this will lead to breaking the general EU rule of the equal access to 

the EU market.  

  

• If not being the collective outcome of the experience and cooperation of all EU industry the Guide 

cannot be regarded as The European one.  

 

• The Guide will favour particular group of the EU processors against the others irrespectible of 

process safety and quality.  
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After a bilateral consultations between Polish administration, industry and the 

EC (Heath&Food Safety DG), prior to the meeting of the Standing Committee 

on Plants, Animals, Food and Feed, scheduled on July 3rd, both sides worked 

out, on June 25th, the good  compromise text.   
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The  same day the compromise text was rejected unilaterally  by ESSA.  

Recent text became  even more restricted in this particular  point of concern.  



Current status, after July 3rd 2018. 
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 Considering above, Polish member of the MAC is asking MAC Members 

for providing its recommendation, addressed  to the  EC and the Member 

States- members of the PAFF Standing Committee for  amending the text of 

the endorsed Guide with the compromise text worked out by Poland and the 

EC on June 25th, 2018. 

 

 

We believe that such act will be direct implementation of the one of the  main 

principle of European co-operation and one of the principles which comes from 

the  EU founding fathers - the equality between states and seeking the 

compromise.   

 

 


